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Abstract
This paper evaluates the strain-sensing ability of a nanoengineered hierarchical twill weave
composite using multiscale numerical simulations. Piezoresistivity is incorporated in such
composite by introducing carbon nanotubes (CNT) in the polystyrene (PSS) matrix so as to form
a percolating microstructure. The glass fiber twill weave, which itself contains CNT-modified PSS
matrix inside the yarns, is coated with thin film of such piezoresistive matrix to obtain the smart
composite configuration. The methodology, presented in this paper, captures the hierarchical
intricacies at multiple length scales and implements various mechanical damage mechanisms at
subsequent interactive length scales as well as consequent electrical responses so as to yield
macroscopic electromechanical response. The simulated responses show excellent correlation
with experimental observations signifying the efficacy of the simulation methodology. Such a
detailed multiscale approach can provide valuable insights towards tuning of structural
hierarchies at multiple length scales for efficient design of smart woven laminated composites.

Keywords: Smart hierarchical composites; twill-weave composite; multiscale numerical
simulations; micromechanics; Piezo-resistivity; Strain sensing
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1. INTRODUCTION
Textile composites are widely used in aerospace, astronautics, marine, automotive and off-shore
applications owing to their lightweight nature and exceptional mechanical performance [1,2]. Unlike
traditional unidirectional laminated composites which are susceptible to inter-laminar damages, the woven
fabrics offer enhanced through-thickness reinforcement thus significantly enhancing the damage tolerance.
A long thriving knitting industry and the relative ease of fabrication has catapulted cost-effective plain/twill
weaves among the most widely used composites in the modern era. However, with the ever-expanding
domain of applications of such fiber reinforced composites, a variety of unforeseen circumstances have
appeared including material defects, manufacturing errors, environmental-induced degradation, excessive
loading, fatigue amongst others that can cause significant damages in forms of delamination, matrixcracking, inter-laminar fracture, debonding and their combinations which can lead to catastrophic structural
failure [3,4]. The intricacy of such damage mechanisms in a heterogenous structural material such as fiberreinforced woven polymers pose a tremendous challenge in damage detection. The damages that initiate at
micron scale between fibers and matrices or laminae are imperceptible to visual inspection and macroscale
sensors like strain gauges, transducers and accelerometers. Emerging sensors like infrared thermometers
[5], ultrasonic [6] and fiber optic sensors [7] can enable damage detection, albeit increasing complications.
For instance, fiber optic sensors are susceptible to damage rendering vulnerable spots in polymer
composites [8]. On the other hand, transducers and ultrasound sensors are susceptible to reduced sensitivity
owing to electromagnetic interference resulting in low signal to noise ratios [9,10]. This paves the way for
development of intrinsic sensors that can enable continuous monitoring while offering superior
performance brought about via incorporation of nano-sensors like CNTs which are multifunctional in nature
[10,11]. Toward that end, nano-engineered composites with CNT-incorporated thin films deposited on fiber
weaves have been demonstrated in an experimental study [10] for strain sensing and damage detection.
Such CNT-incorporated smart textile composites are reinforced by interlaced fibers thus offering superior
mechanical performance owing to consistent through-thickness properties at reduced manufacturing cost.
The assembly process in such fabrication processes [10,12] involves layer by layer technique (LbL) and
surface modified fibers have been used in such composites to enhance CNT dispersion. Such design and
manufacturing technique ensure piezo-resistivity of composites with reversible strain sensing and sufficient
sensing-sensitivity. The mechanisms governing the strain sensitivity of such smart weave are the
mechanically induced deformations that alter CNT positions or induce damage in matrix or interface
thereby varying the overall current distribution in the microstructure. Strain sensing ability of such smart
textile composites has been established through experimental evaluation [10,13]. While the previous studies
evaluated the performance of such composites experimentally, this study assimilates a finite element-based
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framework that entails multiple hierarchical length scales toward obtaining macroscopic electro-mechanical
response with a view to enable multiscale simulation-based design of such smart composites. There are
various numerical studies available in the literature that account for uncoupled electrical or mechanical
property prediction of nanocomposites with CNT modifications [14,15]. Simulation of strain sensing
behavior of CNT-modified thin films has also been reported [13]. In the light of previous published
literature, the uniqueness of the current study lies in its ability to incorporate the coupled electromechanical
responses at various interactive length scales to account for the nano-engineered hierarchical composite
while offering the flexibility of application in various weaves with different geometrical or strength
characteristics. This is achieved by an integration of the various length scales to form a holistic framework
capable of capturing piezo-resistive characteristics in a sequential multiphysics framework that can even be
extended with thermomechanical characteristics [16], environmental degradation [17] or piezoelectric
effects [18]. Such an approach offers robustness in its ability to incorporate nanoscale modifications that
can significantly alter thin film characteristics thereby altering the sensing efficiency of the smart weave
composites. Overall, the multiscale numerical simulations, presented in this paper, can potentially facilitate
efficient material design of hierarchical nano engineered smart twill weave composites for a wide range of
applications.
2. MULTISCALE ELECTRO-MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF SMART TWILL WEAVE
COMPOSITES
Smart hierarchical textile composites with wavy yarns are inherently heterogenous in nature with a complex
microstructure that necessitates computational homogenization at multiple length scales towards prediction
of effective laminate properties ranging from stiffness to conductivity. Towards that end, microscopically
heterogenous volumes are represented as unit cells at various scales. These unit cells are thereafter used to
obtain homogenized properties by analytical and computational techniques. While analytical techniques
[19,20] are quick and nimble on resources, those suffer from an oversimplification of heterogeneity often
resulting in inadmissible predictions. Computational techniques [21,22], on the other hand, are accurate and
can mimic the intricate microstructure involved in such heterogenous composites only being limited by
computational expense. The multiscale computational homogenization essentially associates a
heterogenous unit cell to every Gauss point of the virtual macro-homogenous structure at subsequent length
scales. The robustness of the approach lies in its ability to capture both physical and geometric evolution at
each scale resulting in a homogenized constitutive relation at the macroscopic length scale. This is achieved
by solving a boundary value problem on a unit cell with consistent boundary conditions obeying HillMandel principle [23]. The discretized system of equations for a field 𝜓 (displacement for mechanical;
electric field for electrical response) can be written in terms of the standard FE matrix 𝑲 (stiffness for
3

mechanical; conductivity for electrical), vector of Lagrange multipliers 𝝀 and vector of field values 𝝍
(vector of displacement values for mechanical; vector of electric field values for electrical) for any 𝛺 ⊂ R3
of the unit cell as follows [17]:
𝑇 𝝍
𝟎
[𝑲 𝑪 ] { } = {
}
𝑫∇𝜓
𝑪 0 𝝀

[1]

where 𝑪 = ∫𝜕𝛺 𝑯𝑵𝑻 𝑵𝑑𝜕𝛺 , 𝑫 = ∫𝜕𝛺 𝑯𝑵𝑻 𝑿𝑑𝜕𝛺 with 𝑵 being matrix of shape functions, 𝑿 being matrix
of spatial coordinates evaluated at Gauss points during numerical integration as guided by number of
degrees of freedom and 𝑯 matrix reflects the boundary condition of the unit cell which assigns admissible
distribution of traction forces on the boundary. For the periodic boundary conditions adopted in the
mechanical study, the tractions are anti-periodic and 𝑯 matrix on opposite faces are 𝑯+ = −𝑯−. Sample
𝑯 and 𝑿 matrices are available in [24,25]. Having solved the system of equations, the homogenized
response 𝒑𝒉 (stress for mechanical; electric flux for electrical) of a unit cell with volume 𝑉 can be obtained
by (𝑫𝑻 𝝀)/𝑉. It is to be noted that the number of Lagrange multipliers 𝜆 per node is equal to the number of
degrees of freedom of the node. The aforementioned method enable computation of the homogenized
response of the unit cell which under various conditions of field gradient can enable computation of the
complete constitutive behavior at the subsequent scale. This is computed by 𝑲∇𝜓 where 𝑲 = 𝒑𝒉 subject
to various field gradients. The computational homogenization approach described herewith enables
computation of the electromechanical responses [26] of nano-engineered matrix incorporated textile
composites at interactive length scales described hereafter, thus capturing the inherent heterogeneity in such
composites. The interactive length scales are scale-separated (implying length scales are significantly
separated) thereby enabling the application of first order computational homogenization described above.
The multiple length scales involved in a hierarchical smart twill weave composite is shown in Figure 1. The
hierarchical smart composite, considered in this study for computational evaluation, contains CNTincorporated PSS matrix and glass fiber weave. Thin film of CNT-PSS matrix surrounds the weave as
coating which yields piezoresistive interactions in the composite. The LbL assembly technique for
fabrication of thin films, which is adequately described in the literature [11,12], proceeds with application
of bilayers on the substrate. This study adopts a configuration containing 29 bilayers as reported in an
experimental study [10]. In order to capture the various mechanical and electrical phenomena in the smart
hierarchical textile composite, the scale-separated computational homogenization approach adopts three
interactive lengths scales as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Structural hierarchies in the smart textile weave composite
The macro-scale laminate is represented by a unit cell with a wavelength of the twill fabric. The yarns in
the fabric are represented by a hexagonal unit cell representing the fiber arrangements in the tow. The matrix
in the coated fabric is itself a composite with CNT-impregnated PSS. The representative unit cells of the
weave and tow are benefited from the periodic characteristics of the weave architecture and the fiber
distribution in the tows. On the other hand, the CNT-modified matrix is represented by a representative unit
cell that implements periodicity during fiber generation. Such an intricate analysis necessitates accurate
geometric parameters and fiber fractions at each scale as described hereafter. The forthcoming sub-section
first evaluates electromechanical behavior of CNT-PSS nanocomposite matrix which serves as input for
macroscopic electromechanical response prediction for smart twill laminated composite. The multiphysical approach towards prediction of electromechanical behavior follows a robust sequential strategy,
as adopted in [27] whereby the mechanical deformations are captured in a deformed mesh which is remeshed and used as the starting geometry for electrical simulations. Thereafter, intrinsic electrical
properties of the constituents are assigned, and effective electrical response is obtained. The supplementary
document includes technical details about mesh generation, mesh convergence studies, RVE size study and
software used in the study.
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2.1 Electromechanical response of CNT-PSS nanocomposite matrix
2.1.1 Geometry generation and unit cell
In the CNT-PSS unit cell, a random 3D network of CNT fillers is generated, the distribution of which is

300 nm

obtained from [15], as shown in Figure 2 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Unit cell representing CNT-PSS and (b) meshed unit cell
CNTs are considered straight solid cylinders with a radius 2 nm. Their length follows a gaussian distribution
with a mean value of 100 nm and a standard deviation of 20 nm. Size distribution of CNTs is adopted from
the literature [15]. The generated RVEs have a size of 300nm edge length. The choice of RVE size is
governed by a size sensitivity study for elastic property prediction along orthogonal directions, as detailed
in the supplementary document (Section C). Such size of RVEs have been shown to be representative in
the literature [15]. A boundary wall conditioned approach, as demonstrated in [28], is adopted for this study
that involves implementation of a cut-off boundary condition. Such cut-off boundary condition locally trims
the fillers protruding the boundary of the unit cell followed by its translation into a respective position on
the opposite face. This ensures material periodicity whereby the fillers exceeding the boundary of the unit
cell are trimmed and the surplus is placed at the opposite boundary as if the unit cell is a part of a larger set
of unit cells. The random microstructure with CNTs is generated by an iterative process whereby random
inclusions are seeded and then subjected to a growth rate resulting in the desired particle size distribution.
The positions of the inclusions are updated with a constant velocity for every time increment and thereafter
checked for overlap. The time increment at every step is adopted to be minimum of those corresponding to
every possible colliding inclusion pair. The algorithm proceeds with assignment of updated positions
resulting from collision and growth of inclusions in the bounding box at every step only to be terminated at
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the target volume fraction of 0.038. Such target volume fraction of CNTs has been shown to form
percolating microstructure in [10]. The detailed formulations for unit cell generation are mentioned in
[17,27]. The final step involves the implementation of boundary wall approach, as described earlier, to
achieve periodicity. Thereafter, the RVE is meshed (Figure 2(b)) and periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
are implemented by constraining nodes on parallel surfaces. A mesh convergence study was performed and
a tetrahedral mesh with 1642270 elements was chosen beyond which any further mesh-refinement resulted
in insignificant changes in the results. A consistent mesh is obtained at the material boundaries (between
CNT fibers and the matrix) following a virtual triangle inversion scheme, as elaborated in Section A of the
supplementary document. A. The zero-thickness cohesive elements are generated at the interface by a set
of duplicate dummy nodes. The details on mesh generation, PBC application and mesh convergence study
can be found in the supplementary document (Section A and B). Prescribed displacement (𝛿) is applied
along x direction for tensile simulations. For shear loading, relative displacements (equaling 𝛿⁄ ) are
imposed on faces normal to z. The formulations for PBC are adequately described in the authors’ previous
publications [27,29,30]. Geometry generation, meshing and implementation of PBC are done using a
python script and the analysis is performed using commercial ABAQUSTM software with cohesive elements
for the interface and solid elements for matrix and fibers. The forthcoming sub-sections evaluate the
effective mechanical and electromechanical behavior of CNT-PSS matrix.
2.1.2 Mechanical behavior of polymer nanocomposite
2.1.2.1 Matrix behavior
Constitutive equations for describing nonlinear material characteristics of damaged glassy polymers are
adopted from [31]. Assuming an isotropic material, the uniaxial behavior of PSS matrix is defined using
modified Bodner–Partom (BP) model [31,32]. The BP model [32] defines plastic flow as a correlation
between the stress 𝝈 (its deviatoric component being denoted by 𝝈′ ) and the effective plastic strain 𝒑 as
mentioned in Equation 2.
𝝈 = (𝑍1 + 𝑍2 )𝑔(𝒑)

[2]

where 𝑍1 and 𝑍2 are internal variables for hardening and softening respectively governed by the plastic
work and 𝑔(𝒑) is a rate dependent functional (rate being governed by parameter 𝑛) defined in terms of
𝐷0 (= 10−4 ) for glassy polymers as follows.

√3

𝑔(𝒑) = (2D 𝒑)1/2𝑛
0
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[3]

In order to obtain the parameters 𝑍1 , 𝑍2 and 𝑛, the limiting values of the solution variables are determined
from experimental stress-strain observations followed by suitable fitting methods as described in [31]. At
the peak stress where the plastic strain 𝒑 equals total strain, the value of 𝑍2 becomes zero (no softening)
while the value of 𝑍1 is denoted as 𝑍10 initial hardening value). In the current scope of study, the rate
dependence of the materials is limited to quasi-static loading which leads to a safe consideration of 𝑛 being
9.2 [31] thus characterizing the hardening parameter 𝑍10 . As observed from stress-viscoplastic strain
relationships of glassy polymers, the work hardening rate exhibits a bilinear behavior with stress which can
be described by two hardening parameters

1

and

2.

This observation leads to the following relations

between the hardening and softening variables 𝑍1 and 𝑍2 respectively with the plastic work 𝑊 𝑝 (=
𝑡

∫𝑡 𝝈𝒑𝑑𝑡).
0

1𝑊

𝑍1 = (1 − 𝛼) 𝑍10 + 𝛼 𝑍10 exp (
𝑍2 = 𝑍2𝑠 [1 − exp(−

2𝑊

𝑝

⁄𝑍 )
10

𝑝 )]

[4]
[5]

where 𝑍10 is the initial value of 𝑍1 (obtained from previous step at yield stress), 𝑍2𝑠 is the saturation value
of the softening variable 𝑍2 . A close observation of the bilinear work hardening rate and stress relationship
for glassy polymers shows zero work hardening rate at a value of stress equaling plateau stress from which
𝑝

𝛼 can be obtained around 0.28 for such materials. At the plateau stress, the plastic work is denoted by 𝑊𝑝

which is used in Equation 4. The slopes of the bilinear relationships (bilinearly fitted between workhardening rate and stress) are

1

⁄𝑍
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and

2.

The saturation value of the softening variable is defined by

Equation 6.
𝑍2𝑠 =

𝛾
1+ 1⁄𝑚 𝑔(𝒑)
1
𝑚
𝑝
𝑚
𝑍1−1
+ 2⁄𝑚1 exp (−(𝑚2 + 1 )𝑊𝑝 )
0
𝑍1

[6]

0

where 𝛾1 is the work hardening rate of the positive arm of the bilinear relationship at zero stress.
In order to characterize damage in glassy polymers, yields surfaces are defined in terms of normalized
effective and hydrostatic stresses [33,34]. In the current scope of study, the PSS matrix is considered to be
defect free. Once damage sets in such a material, the deviatoric inelastic strain 𝒑′ correlates with post
damage stress 𝝈𝑑 (its deviatoric component being 𝝈′𝑑 ) as per Equation 7 (Note that prior to damage
initiation, 𝝈′𝑑 = 𝝈′ ) .
𝜕𝜙

𝒑′ = (1 − 𝑓)𝜎𝑒 𝒑(𝝈𝑑 : 𝜕𝝈 𝑝 )−1 𝝈′𝑑
𝑑
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[7]

𝜕𝜙𝑝

𝑓

3

𝜎ℎ

𝑝ℎ = (1 − 𝑓)𝜎𝑒 𝒑(𝝈𝑑 : 𝜕𝝈 )−1 𝑞1 𝑞2 3 𝜎𝑒 sinh (2 𝑞2 𝜎𝑑 )
𝑑

[8]

𝑒

where 𝑞1 , 𝑞2 are the internal variables characterizing the distortion phenomena, 𝑓 is the void fraction, 𝜎𝑒 is
the equivalent stress (= √3⁄ 𝝈′ : 𝝈′ ) and 𝜙𝑝 is the inelastic flow potential of the material. Thus, the
inelastic flow rule as quantified by the aforementioned parameters is defined as follows:
2

𝑓

−1

𝜎ℎ

3

𝒑 = 3 (1 − 𝑓)𝜆𝜎𝑒2 (𝝈′𝑑 : 𝝈′𝑑 + 𝑞1 𝑞2 3 𝜎𝑒 sinh (2 𝑞2 𝜎𝑑 ) 𝝈𝑑 : 𝐈)
𝑒

𝑓

3

𝜎ℎ

(𝝈′𝑑 + 𝑞1 𝑞2 3 𝜎𝑒 sinh (2 𝑞2 𝜎𝑑 ) 𝐈) [9]
𝑒

where while the parameter 𝜆 relates the inelastic strain and deviatoric stress prior to damage initiation as
per Equation 10.
𝜆=

3 𝒑
2 𝜎𝑒

[10]

The damage in the material proceeds with void growth that result from void nucleation under loading
conditions. A simplified model adopted from [31] captures the growth of voids resulting in damage
propagation. The rate of void volume fraction growth denoted by 𝑓̇ is given by the following Equation.
𝑓̇ = 3(1 − 𝑓)𝑝ℎ + 𝑠

𝑓𝑁
1 𝑝−𝑒𝑁 2
exp
( 𝑠 ) ]𝑝
[−
2
√2𝜋

[11]

where the constant 𝑓𝑁 denotes the void volume fraction resulting from void nucleation, the normal
distribution of which has a mean of 𝑒𝑁 and a standard deviation of 𝑠. In the current scope of study, the
distortion phenomena governing the damage progress in polystyrene are adopted from calibrated models of
such glassy polymers which are assumed to be defect-free initially, as mentioned in [31]. While the input
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for PSS matrix are adopted as 2.4 GPa and 0.38 [35] respectively, the
identified parameters, adopted from [31] for PSS matrix are tabulated in Table 1. For CNT, adopted
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 500 GPa and 0.3 respectively [36].
Table 1. List of parameters for the PSS matrix with corresponding units adopted from [31]

Parameter

Unit

Value

𝐷0

𝑠 −1

104

𝑛

-

9.2

𝑍10

𝑀𝑃𝑎

34.9

-

20

𝑀𝑃𝑎−1

12.1

1

9

𝑍

𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑠

-12.8

𝛼

-

0.28

𝑓0

-

0

𝜖𝑁

-

0.01

𝑠

-

0.1

𝑓𝑁

-

0.22

𝑞10

-

1.9

𝑞

-

1.9

𝑐

-

0

𝑁

-

1

0

2.1.2.2 Interface behavior
The interfacial failure of the CNT embedded in the polymer matrix is realized through cohesive finite
element method using zero-thickness interface elements [29,37–39]. Such approach has been successfully
implemented in the literature [27] for evaluation of electromechanical responses Before onset of damage,
the traction-separation cohesive surface behavior is defined as follows:
𝝈 = 𝐊𝜹

[12]

where 𝝈 is the surface traction, 𝐊 is the cohesive stiffness and 𝜹 is the separation of contact surface. Since
isotropic cohesive surfaces are implemented in this study, each of the orthogonal directions have equivalent
stiffness, strength and fracture toughness. A bilinear traction-separation behavior with linear damage
evolution is adopted here [40]. The damage initiation is governed by maximum stress criterion and is
characterized by a damage variable that scales linearly from 0 to 1 from damage onset to complete damage,
the corresponding respective separations being 𝛿 0 and 𝛿 𝑓 . While 𝛿 0 is the separation at which the
developed stress equals the strength of the interface, 𝛿 𝑓 denotes the separation at failure. The area enclosed
by the bilinear traction-separation curve yields the fracture energy 𝐺𝑐 . In this study, the fracture toughness
of 85 mJ/m2 [41] is adopted for the interface whereas the strength of 5 MPa [42] has been incorporated for
CNT-PSS unit cell.
2.1.2.3 Effective mechanical response of polymer nanocomposite
The numerical analysis of a representative unit cell containing CNTs in PSS matrix helps to characterize
the mechanical behavior of the matrix pockets in subsequent scales. Both tensile and shear loads are applied
10

on the unit cell in a displacement-controlled setup. The development of stresses in the virtual microstructure
proceeds with concentration pockets around the fibers owing to the stiffness gradient between the inclusion
and the glassy matrix. In the three-phase microstructure, the stiff inclusions are embedded in a weak matrix
with weaker interfaces. Thus, with increasing strains, the interface damage initiates. The progressive
debonding of the fibers with the surrounding matrix is demonstrated in Figures 3(a) and (b) at tensile strains
of 0.0145 and 0.0175 respectively. As the debonding progresses at the fiber-matrix interface with increasing
strain, the stress in the matrix keeps on increasing loading to onset of void growth in matrix, as captured in
Equation 11. This enables quantification of local damage in the matrix. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the
progressive damage at tensile strains of 0.02 and 0.03 respectively. A closer observation of the damage
patterns reveals strands of local damaged patches, a characteristic of such glassy polymers.

Figure 3. Progressive debonding and matrix damage at corresponding tensile strains of (a) 0.0145
(b) 0.0175 (c) 0.02 and (d) 0.03 respectively
The tensile behavior of the CNT-PSS nanocomposite is shown in Figure 4. The tensile strength of the matrix
as required for subsequent simulation is found to be 24.8 MPa while the tensile modulus is 2.47 GPa. As
observed from Figure 4, the initial modulus starts degrading once interfacial debonding sets in and it
continues until the peak is reached. Beyond the peak, the stiffness degradation is significant implying onset
of matrix damage. The plastic behavior of the matrix results in a curved peak.
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Figure 4. Tensile constitutive response for CNT-PSS nanocomposite matrix
The incorporation of CNTs in polymers leads to increase in the overall toughness of the composite which
can be attributed to pull-out of CNTs besides de-bonding and crack bridging. The overall fracture toughness
of the nanocomposite is given as [43,44]:
𝐺𝑐 = 𝐺𝑚 + ∑ ∆ 𝐺𝑖

[13]

where 𝐺𝑐 is the fracture toughness of the overall nanocomposite, 𝐺𝑚 corresponds to that of the matrix and
∑ ∆ 𝐺𝑖 denotes the additional fracture toughness brought about by the CNTs. The major contributors to the
additional fracture toughness are attributed to the pull-out of CNTs (∆𝐺𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙−𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) and the interfacial
debonding energy (∆𝐺𝑑𝑏 ), as demonstrated successfully in [45]. The pull-out contribution of the CNTs is
demonstrated in Equation 14.
∆𝐺𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙−𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝜏𝑖 𝑉𝑝𝑜 𝑙𝑒2
3𝑟𝑓

[14]

where 𝜏𝑖 is the interfacial shear stress, 𝑉𝑝𝑜 is the volume fraction of pulled out fibers, 𝑙𝑒 is the effective
pulled out length and 𝑟𝑓 is the radius of fiber. The contribution of the debonding to the fracture toughening
can be captured by the following Equation [46].
∆𝐺𝑑𝑏 =

𝐺𝑖 𝑙𝑓 𝑉𝑑𝑏
𝜙𝑓

[15]

where 𝐺𝑖 is the interfacial fracture energy between CNT-PSS, 𝑉𝑑𝑏 is the volume fraction of the debonded
fibers, 𝑙𝑓 and 𝜙𝑓 are the lengths and diameters of fibers.
Figure 5 shows the progressive debonding of the fibers as simulated under tensile strains of 0.017 and shear
strain of 0.006 respectively. Having ascertained the debonded volume fractions of the fibers, the
enhancement of fracture energy can be computed as described earlier. While the input matrix toughness is
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0.49 kJ/m2 [47], the effective fracture toughness of CNT-PSS nanocomposite, obtained from
aforementioned simulation, is 0.6 kJ/m2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Representative CNT debonding status under: (a) tensile strain of 0.017 (80% of the fibers
are debonded); (b) shear strain 0.006 (35% of the fibers are debonded)
The input shear toughness for PSS matrix is obtained using a ratio of the shear to normal fracture toughness
of 0.54, which has been successfully adopted for similar glassy matrices in [48]. From the shear simulations,
a shear modulus of 1.2 GPa and strength of 6.2 MPa are obtained. The resulting shear toughness, obtained
from simulation, for the polymer nanocomposite is 0.3 kJ/m2. The homogenized responses, obtained here,
are used as matrix properties for simulation of smart twill weave composites.
2.1.3 Effective electrical response of polymer nanocomposite
2.1.3.1 Modification of unit cell geometry to incorporate tunnels
As mentioned earlier, this study considers a target CNT volume fraction of 0.038 [10] so as to achieve
percolation [15]. The interference of the tunneling effect zone is captured in this study by modeling the
tunnel zones as domains surrounding the CNTs. Such a procedure of modeling CNTs without intersection
while capturing the tunneling zone as domains has been successfully implemented towards percolation
prediction in polymer nanocomposites [15]. Owing to deformations arising from loading conditions, the
CNTs when separated by a distance less than 0.47nm [49] are considered to activate tunnels.
2.1.3.2 Establishing percolation
The percolation theory, introduced in [50], describes the transition from insulator to conductor based on the
volume fraction of the conductors. In the current scope of study, the otherwise insulating matrix shows a
sudden jump in its overall conductivity once the embedded conductors (here, MWCNTs) form a conducting
network. Beyond a certain threshold volume fraction, the conductive pathway is established among the
clustering nanotubes which leads to a dramatic increase in the conductivity. The cut-off volume fraction
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that invokes the phase change from insulator to conductor is defined as the percolation threshold. The
numerical simulation of the percolating microstructure involves generation of a periodic microstructure of
a certain volume fraction of CNTs. Periodic unit cells are highly efficient in prediction of percolation onset
as demonstrated in [28]. As mentioned earlier, two nanotubes are considered to be percolating when they
are separated by a distance less than a cut-off distance (tunneling distance). Here in this study, the tunnel
zones are considered to be of 2 nm thickness which is consistent with the value reported in the literature
[15]. A cut off distance of 0.47nm [49] is considered. In a numerical framework, every tube is scanned
along its projection in a plane to determine its connectivity with nearest neighbors while checking for
percolation along the normal to the plane. The iteration for every nanotube terminates at the co-ordinate
where the cut-off distance criterion is satisfied. The percolating path is traced out for each orthogonal
direction towards ascertaining the percolation. Figure 6 shows percolation path for considered CNT volume
fraction of 3.8%.

Figure 6. Percolation unit cell showing the connected paths along X, Y and Z directions (grey:
connected paths)
2.1.3.3 Homogenized electrical response
In the current scope of study, the Joule heating effect is neglected. Similar strategy has been successfully
considered in [15,49]. Once the percolating unit cell is obtained, the effective electrical conductivity is
computed by the volume average of the electrical field, as mentioned in Equation 16 [15].
1 ∫𝑉 𝐽𝑑𝑉
∇𝑈

𝜎̅ = 𝑉

[16]

where 𝑈 is the potential difference across the faces of the unit cell, 𝐽 is the local electric current density and
𝑉 represents the volume. The input electrical conductivities, considered in this study, are 10−14 𝑆/ ,
1.37x106 𝑆/

and 1.17x10−4 𝑆/

for the PSS matrix, CNT and tunnel respectively [15].

2.1.4 Effective electromechanical response of CNT-PSS nanocomposite
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For effective electromechanical response of CNT-PSS nanocomposite, the iterative procedure initiates with
a displacement-controlled mechanical loading which results in a deformed configuration and the solution
dependent damage progresses in the RVE. A 3D spatial interpolation function is generated for every
material domain in terms of the progressive damage variable. This study implements interpolated spatial
distribution for defining solution dependent material properties at every domain [51]. A step operation
applies proportional decrease in the elemental electrical conductivity depending on the state of damage.
This is represented mathematically as follows [17,27]:
𝜎𝑖 = (1 − 𝐷)𝜎𝑖−1

[17]

where 𝜎𝑖 is the current degraded conductivity, 𝐷 is the mechanical damage variable and 𝜎𝑖−1 is the
conductivity corresponding to previous configuration.
Thus, the effective electrical response of the RVE is obtained for several deformed configurations with
varying strain. The electromechanical response of CNT- PSS nanocomposite is evaluated here using
fractional change in resistivity (FCR) which is defined as follows [27]:
𝐹𝐶𝑅 =

∆𝑅
𝑅0

[18]

where ∆𝑅 is the change in resistivity with varying strain and 𝑅0 is the bulk resistivity of the material. The
correlation of strain with FCR provides a deeper insight into the piezoresitive response of the CNT-PSS
thin film which are later used to ascertain the electrical behavior of smart weave under mechanical loads.
The current distributions in the RVE corresponding to different strain/damage states are shown in Figure 7.
With increasing strain, as the damage progresses several non-conducting pockets start appearing which
results in gradual decrease in the overall current flow.

(b)

(c)

(d)

ECD
(A/sq.m)

(a)

Figure 7. Current density for (a) and (b) front slice and (c) and (d) end slice corresponding to
strains of 0.0175 for (a) and (c) and 0.03 for (b) and (d) respectively
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Figure 8 shows the obtained FCR with varying tensile strain for CNT-PSS nanocomposite. While a linear
correlation exists in the initial stages (strain up to 0.01), jumps are observed thereafter resulting in nonlinear changes. While the linear changes can be attributed to the piezoresistive characteristics of percolated
CNT network in the RVE, the non-linear responses at higher strains result from damages in the interface
and matrix. Such mechanically induced phenomena change the current distribution in the RVE which
results in increase the overall resistance of the composite (See Figure 4). The piezoresistive response of
CNT-PSS nanocomposite, thus obtained, is used later as input matrix property in the analysis of smart
weave as described hereafter.

Figure 8. Fractional change in resistivity with strain for CNT-PSS under tensile load
2.2. Multiscale electro-mechanical response of smart twill weave laminate:
This section utilizes the homogenized electro-mechanical responses of the CNT-PSS nanocomposite matrix
and implements the progressive failure analysis of the hierarchical woven composite. The choice of RVE
meshes and the efficacy of PBCs for discontinuous fiber reinforced composites [56] enable accurate
prediction of tow behavior. The numerical framework incorporates the squeezing effects of the tows in
contrast to often-considered unidirectional behavior. The smart twill weave is subjected to virtual tensile
loads and its progressive failure is quantified. Towards that end, micromechanics-based failure criterion is
introduced in a multi-scale approach so as to predict the weave damage in the fiber and matrix level. This
leads to a damage model that can effectively integrate complex damage mechanisms of the weaves. Having
ascertained the deformed configuration, the electrical response is simulated in the discretized temporal
domain corresponding to the mechanical states at such instants. This enables a piezoresistive behavior
evaluation of the composite laminate in terms of the strain history correlated with the developed stress and
fractional change in resistivity.
2.2.1 Geometries and boundary conditions:
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The representative unit cell (160 μm x 160 μm x 270 μm) of the periodic fiber arrays within the tows of the

270

weave is shown in Figure 9 (a).

(b)

(a)

Figure 9. Unit cell representing: (a) tow of the woven fabric with glass-fiber volume fraction of 52%
(b) CNT-PSS matrix-coated twill weave fabric laminate.
Such representative unit cell was successfully adopted in [52]. The representative unit cell for CNT-PSS
matrix-coated twill weave fabric laminate is shown in Figure 9(b). The periodic array for twill fabric are
equal in length and width of 7.74 mm. The thickness of the coated laminate is adopted as 0.24 mm. The
dimensions are representative of the 2x2 twill weave with the volume fraction of tow being 0.722 as adopted
from [52]. The tows in the unit cell are balanced implying that the warp and weft tows have same waviness
ratio and tow volume fraction while those are in full contact [53]. For the CNT-PSS coated woven laminate,
the matrix is considered isotropic, with its input mechanical and strain dependent resistivity properties
obtained from CNT-PSS simulations (see Section 2.1). The tow behavior is homogenized from the FE
analysis of the fiber impregnated matrix unit cell (see Section 2.2.2). Having ascertained mechanical
responses from the multiscale framework, the electromechanical responses are obtained by the interpolating
strain maps that enable relevant resistivity assignment to the matrix as guided by progressive damage. The
weave unit cell is generated in an open-source program TexGen [54] and subsequently solved in
ABAQUSTM. The representative unit cells at the tow and weave scales are periodically bounded with
individual face nodes being mapped to the opposite face, as enabled by a preprocessor coded in Python.
Adopting the repetitive nature of the unit cells at each scale, periodic boundary conditions are applied. The
efficiency of such boundary conditions towards effective property prediction of inclusion embedded
systems with various planes of symmetry are detailed in [55]. The relative displacement (𝑢𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
for each pair of nodes on the parallel boundary surfaces (represented by point A and point B lying on such
faces) of the unit cell are given by the following Equation [52].
𝑢𝑖𝐴 − 𝑢𝑖𝐵 = 𝜖𝑎𝑣𝑔 ∆𝑥𝑘
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[19]

where 𝜖𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average strain in the unit cell and ∆𝑥𝑘 is the position vector connecting the points on the
parallel boundaries. The boundary conditions are implemented by setting a constraint between each pair of
nodes on the parallel boundary surfaces. The node pairs are correlated by a preprocessor to ensure the
correspondence between such nodes on parallel surfaces. Such an implementation has been demonstrated
in [57] to maintain traction and displacement continuity on the parallel surfaces. Further details about
conformal mesh generation and PBC implementation are provided in Section A of the supplementary
document.
2.2.2 Simulation methodology for mechanical response of smart twill weave laminate
The smart twill weave laminate comprises the fiber tows embedded in the resin with a tow-matrix interface.
The overall framework followed in this study is elucidated in Figure 10. The laminate analysis commences
with obtaining the homogenized properties of the fiber tow and the CNT-modified matrix. While the matrix
properties are obtained from randomly generated unit cells (See Section 2.1.2), the homogenized fiber tow
properties are obtained from the hexagonal unit cell (see Figure 9(a)). Having ascertained the constituent
properties, the macro-scale laminate analysis is initiated. With increasing applied uniaxial tensile strains,
the stress responses in the laminate elements are first obtained in each material domain (the tows and coated
films with an interface). If the element represents the matrix, the homogenized constitutive response for
CNT-PSS nanocomposite (explained earlier in Section 2.1.2.3) is adopted. The damage initiation and
propagation in the matrix result in degraded overall stiffness. For the zero-thickness elements representing
the tow-matrix interface, interfacial debonding initiation and propagation criteria is implemented as
explained later in this paper. When the macro-scale laminate element represents fiber tow, constituent –
level micromechanics of failure approach is invoked. Such an approach is adopted for fiber tow due to its
orthotropic nature and respective failure criteria along different directions. In this approach, at the
integration points of the element, the micron-scale analysis involving matrix-glass fiber hexagonal
representative unit cell is initiated and the failure status at the matrix and fibers is evaluated. This approach
provides direct contribution towards stiffness-degradation of the macro-scale element if damage is initiated
in the fibers or matrix within the tow. Thus, the aforementioned approach provides damage status at the
matrix, fiber tow and matrix-tow interface which yields homogenized macroscopic tensile stress-strain
responses for woven laminated composite. Figure 10 illustrates the framework for mechanical response
prediction of woven unit cell. The input properties to the weave unit cell correspond to that of the
homogenized tow (Section 2.2.2.1) and homogenized matrix (Section 2.1.2). The progressive debonding in
the tow-matrix interface is detailed in Section 2.2.2.2. The tow analysis (Section 2.2.2.3) involves a
micromechanical analysis that implements damage in matrix and fiber inside the tow. The thin film analysis
involves damage initiation and progression in the matrix (Section 2.2.2.4). The stiffness degradation
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brought about by accumulated damages in the matrix and fiber are thereafter assimilated in the weave unit
cell as a continuum damage tensor (Section 2.2.2.5). A mesh convergence study was performed for both
fiber tow and the weave unit cell. Mesh convergence was achieved with a tetrahedral volume mesh with
331836 and 2223642 elements (see Section B of the Supplementary document for more details) for the fiber
tow (Figure 9(a)) and weave unit cell (Figure 9(b)) respectively. Consistent mesh is obtained at the material
boundaries following a virtual triangle inversion scheme, as elaborated in Section A of the supplementary
document. The zero-thickness cohesive elements are generated at the material interfaces by a set of
duplicate dummy nodes (see Section A of the supplementary document). While the mesh convergence
studies are provided in Section B, the details of the software and tools used are provided in supplemental
Section D of the supplementary document.
Micromechanical analysis

Material domains

Fiber/matrix
failure

Homogenized
tow properties
Uniaxial

Geometry
generation
& PBC

Fiber tow
analysis

tension

Homogenized
matrix properties

Matrix analysis
Tow-Matrix
interface analysis

Stress distribution
in fiber & matrix
Progressive matrix
damage

Progressive
tow damage

Stiffness
degradation

Progressive
debonding

Figure 10. Framework showing the mechanical response prediction of the smart weave unit cell
2.2.2.1 Homogenized tow properties: Input to weave unit cell
For fiber tow, the unit cell representing the tow (see Figure 9(a)) is bounded periodically and subjected to
tensile and shear loadings (similar to Section 2.1.2) to obtain its effective properties. Table 2 lists the
obtained homogenized tow properties which are used as input to the macro-scale laminated woven
composite analysis.
Table 2: Homogenized tow properties
Homogenized Tow
Direction Units
Axial
GPa
Young's
Transverse GPa
Modulus
Out-plane GPa
Shear Modulus
Axial
GPa
Parameters
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Value
36.55
8.10
8.10
4.12

Poisson's ratio

Transverse
Out-plane
Axial
Transverse

GPa
GPa
-

4.12
4.12
0.3
0.3

Out-plane

-

-0.016

2.2.2.2 Response of Tow-matrix interface
This section elaborates the behavior of the tow-matrix interface implemented using zero-thickness cohesive
elements. Progressive debonding of the tow-matrix interface helps to capture the stress gradients observed
near geometric discontinuities in the weave composite. A bilinear traction-separation law is followed to
characterize the cohesive elements at the interface of the yarns and the matrix. Before the damage onset,
the linear traction separation law enforces an elastic behavior, as represented by Equation 20.
𝐾𝑛
𝑡𝑛
𝑡
( 𝑠) = (
𝑡𝑡

𝐾𝑠

𝛿𝑛
) ( 𝛿𝑠 )
𝛿𝑡
𝐾𝑡

[20]

where 𝑡𝑖 are the tractions, 𝐾𝑖 are stiffnesses and 𝛿𝑖 are separations of contact surfaces for (𝑖 =
𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠, 𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟). For numerical convergence, a large value of stiffness is adopted to
represent perfect bonding at the interface elements without separation, as demonstrated in [58]. The damage
initiation criteria is shown in Equation 21 [59].
〈𝑡 〉 2

〈𝑡 〉 2

〈𝑡 〉 2

( 𝑡𝑛0 ) + ( 𝑡 0𝑠 ) + ( 𝑡 0𝑡 ) = 1
𝑛

𝑠

[21]

𝑡

where 〈𝑥〉 ∈ 𝑅 is defined as (𝑥 + |𝑥|)⁄ .
After damage initiation, the progressive damage follows a BK criterion [52]towards softening behavior
characterization as shown in Equation 22.
𝜂
𝐺𝑠 +𝐺𝑡
)
𝐺𝑠 +𝐺𝑡 +𝐺𝑛

𝐺𝐶 = 𝐺𝑛𝐶 + (𝐺𝑠𝐶 − 𝐺𝑛𝐶 ) (

[22]

where 𝐺𝐶 is mixed-mode fracture toughness, 𝐺𝑛𝐶 and 𝐺𝑠𝐶 are normal and shear critical toughness of the
interface (See Table 3), 𝜂 is a material constant (adopted as 1.45 [59]). The computation of 𝐺𝑖 (for 𝑖 =
𝑛, 𝑠, 𝑡) comprises the area under the corresponding traction-separation curve (for normal and shear loads).
The interface damage variable is similarly defined as follows.
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𝑓

𝐷=

𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝛿 0 )
𝛿𝑚 (𝛿𝑚
𝑚
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝛿 𝑓 −𝛿 0 )
𝛿𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

𝑓

0
𝑚𝑎𝑥
; 𝛿𝑚
≤ 𝛿𝑚
≤ 𝛿𝑚

[23]

𝑚𝑎𝑥
where 𝛿𝑚
is the maximum value of 𝛿𝑚 (effective separation) throughout the loading history. The

effective separation is given by (𝛿𝑚 = √〈𝛿𝑛 〉2 + 𝛿𝑠2 + 𝛿𝑡2 ). The effective separation at the onset of damage
𝑇
0
denoted by 𝛿𝑚
=( 𝑖𝑛𝑡⁄𝐾 )is given by the ratio of interfacial strength (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) and stiffness (𝐾). The mixed𝑓

mode separation at failure denoted by 𝛿𝑚 is given by

𝐺𝐶
⁄𝐾𝛿 0 where 𝐺𝐶 is computed by B-K equation
𝑚

(see Equation 22). The tractions are continuously updated during the loading process as per the following
Equation [59].
𝑚𝑎𝑥
0
𝑡 = 𝐾𝛿 for elastic stage (𝛿𝑚
< 𝛿𝑚
)

[24]
𝑓

0
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡 = (1 − 𝐷)𝑡̅ for softening stage (𝛿𝑚
< 𝛿𝑚
< 𝛿𝑚 ).

[25]

where 𝑡̅ is the traction stress component calculated by linear-elastic traction separation behavior for the
current separation displacement. The strength for tow-matrix interface is considered 1.5 times that of the
transverse strength of the tow [60]. Thus, the strength is computed as 36 MPa from the yarn properties
reported in [61]. The normal fracture toughness for coated glass systems is 0.280 J/mm 2, as determined in
[62]. A similar value for normal toughness has been adopted in [59] which reports the shear fracture
toughness as 1.45 J/mm2 which has been adopted in the study. The input interface properties are tabulated
in Table 3.
Table 3. Input properties for tow-matrix interface debonding
Tow-matrix interface
Parameters
Units Value
strength
MPa
36
𝐺𝑛
J/mm2
0.28
𝐺𝑠
J/mm2
1.45
𝐺𝑡

J/mm2

1.45

2.2.2.3 Mechanical behavior of Tow
During the tow analysis, a micromechanics-based framework invokes a constituent level response
prediction thus facilitating a multiscale analysis. This is brought about by computation of stresses at the
fiber and matrix material domains of the hexagonal unit cell representing the tow when macro-stress appears
in the tow of the laminate. When the macrostructure is subjected to an external load, the micro-stress at the
level of its constituents namely fiber and matrix are characterized in terms of amplification factors at salient
points (refer to Figure 11) in a representative unit cell as follows [52,63,64]:
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𝝈 = 𝑴𝜎̅

[26]

where 𝑴 is the stress amplification factor, 𝜎̅ is the macro scale stress and 𝝈 is the micro-scale stress. In
order to determine the amplification factor, a periodic representative volume of the fiber and matrix (see
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Figure 11) is subjected to a FEA with unit traction boundary condition.

Fiber

Matrix

Figure 11. Unit cell representing tow of the woven fabric. The points marked in red are salient
points for characterization of micro-stress distribution in fiber (17 points) and matrix (19 points)
respectively
Under a single traction boundary (say 𝜎̅𝑖 = 1), the corresponding 𝜎𝑖 is obtained at representative distinct
points in the matrix and the fiber (Figure 11). Since 𝜎̅𝑖 = 1, the corresponding 𝑀𝑗𝑖 = 𝜎𝑖 which suggests that
each component of the micro-scale stress at a point represents the amplification factor at that point. An
array of judiciously chosen points (17 in fiber and 19 in matrix as shown in Figure 11), as adopted from
[63] serve as the key points for efficient characterization of amplification factor of the fiber and matrix.
Averaged amplification factors from the selected salient points are adopted for fiber and matrix separately.
The methodology enables the computation of stresses at level of constituents (matrix and fiber) when the
fiber tows are loaded in the laminate scale. Such a procedure has been successfully implemented towards
multi-scale failure analysis of fiber-reinforced composite cylinder [64] and woven composite [52]. Figures
12 (a), (b) and (c) show a schematic representation of the macroscopic stress states while Figures 12 (d),
(e) and (f) show the corresponding constituent level stresses (micro-stress distribution). Since the
micromechanics framework enables computation of the stresses at the constituent level, the failure initiation
and propagation can be carried out at the level of the constituents (matrix and fiber), as described hereafter.
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̅ 𝟏𝟏 , 𝝉̅𝟏𝟐 and 𝝉̅𝟏𝟑 set to unity in (a), (b) and (c)
Figure 12. Representative macroscopic stress states 𝝈
respectively; corresponding micro-level stress distributions for 𝝈𝟏𝟏 , 𝝉𝟏𝟐 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝝉𝟏𝟑 (expressed in
𝐍/𝐦𝟐 ) in (d), (e) and (f) respectively
Failure prediction of composites at the constituent level can be brought about by micromechanics of failure
(MMF) theory. This translates to the tow behavior whereby almost the entire load is supported by the fibers
for longitudinal loads. This justifies the characterization of fiber dominated damage initiation by a noninteracting maximum stress criterion. The fiber failure criterion is given by Equation 27.
𝜎𝑓
𝜎𝑓
⁄𝑇 = 1; ⁄𝐶 = 1
𝑓
𝑓

[27]

where 𝐶𝑓 and 𝑇𝑓 are the compressive and tensile strengths of the fibers while 𝜎𝑓 is the fiber longitudinal
stress at the micro scale. The matrix failure initiation criteria is adopted based on von Mises stress at micro
level [52]:
𝑚
𝜎𝑣𝑚
𝑇𝑚

=1

𝑚
where 𝑇𝑚 is the matrix tensile strengths, 𝜎𝑣𝑚
is the matrix von Mises stress at the micro level.
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[28]

This study adopts damage evolution based on an energy equivalence between strain energy dissipated
during failure and fracture energy at failure [52]. The following formulations culminating in a damaged
stiffness matrix proceed with an iterative computation of the fracture energy of the stressed elements in the
matrix and fibers. It is to be noted that the longitudinal and transverse directions in the orthotropic material
are represented as 𝑙, 𝑡 and 𝑧 which are denoted by an index 𝑖. The fracture toughness 𝐺𝑖 over a characteristic
element length 𝑙, in purview of the crack band theory can be related to the dissipated energy rate per unit
volume 𝑔𝑖 as follows [65]:
𝑔𝑖 =

𝐺𝑖
𝑙

[29]
1

where 𝑔𝑖 is the area under the equivalent stress and equivalent displacement curve (= 2 𝜎𝑖,𝑒𝑞 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 ). For
every component, the equivalent stress and displacement per unit characteristic length are constructed as
follows [52,64]:
𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 = 𝑙𝜖𝑖,11 ; 𝜎𝑖,𝑒𝑞 = 𝜎𝑖,11 𝜖𝑖,11 /𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 [𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟]
2
2
2
𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 = 𝑙√𝜖𝑖,𝑛
+ 𝛾𝑖,𝑠
+ 𝛾𝑖,𝑡
; 𝜎𝑖,𝑒𝑞 =

𝜎𝑖,𝑛 𝜖𝑖,𝑛 +𝜏𝑖,𝑠 𝛾𝑖,𝑠 +𝜏𝑖,𝑡 𝛾𝑖,𝑡
𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞

[𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥]

[30]
[31]

where 𝜖𝑖,11 and 𝜎𝑖,11 are fiber longitudinal strains and stresses; while for matrix, 𝜖𝑖,𝑛 and 𝜎𝑖,𝑛 are
longitudinal strains and stresses respectively; 𝛾𝑖,𝑠 , 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 and 𝜏𝑖,𝑠 , 𝜏𝑖,𝑡 are shear strains and stresses respectively
along the transverse directions. For characterizing fiber failure, its longitudinal fracture toughness is
considered. Meanwhile, a mixed-mode fracture energy B-K criterion [52] is adopted for matrix failure, as
shown in Equation 32 [66].
𝜂
𝐺𝐼𝐼
)
𝐺𝐼 +𝐺𝐼𝐼

𝐺𝑇𝐶 = 𝐺𝐼𝐶 + (𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐶 − 𝐺𝐼𝐶 ) (
1
2

[32]

1
2

where 𝐺𝐼 = (𝜎𝑛 𝜖𝑛 )𝑙; 𝐺𝐼𝐼 = (𝜏𝑠 𝛾𝑠 + 𝜏𝑡 𝛾𝑡 )𝑙; 𝐺𝐼𝐶 and 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐶 are mode I and mode II fracture toughness of
the matrix, 𝜂 is a material constant. The damage variable based on effective displacement is defined as
follows.
𝑓

𝑑𝑖 =

0
𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 (𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 −𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞
)
𝑓

0
𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 (𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 −𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞
)

𝑓

0
; 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞
≤ 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 ≤ 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞

[33]

𝑓

0
where 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞
and 𝛿𝑖,𝑒𝑞 are equivalent displacements at damage initiation and complete failure states. For

every component (matrix and fiber), the corresponding damage values 𝑑𝑖 in 𝑙, 𝑡 and 𝑧 directions help to
form the damage tensor 𝑫 for the components in the woven composite, as described in Section 2.2.2.5.
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2.2.2.4 Behavior of Matrix in laminated woven composite
The thin film/matrix analysis of the woven unit cell proceeds with inputs from the CNT-PSS nanocomposite
homogenized response (Table 4). Damage initiation and propagation follow similar formulations as
mentioned in Section 2.2.2.3 since the matrix remains the same inside or outside (film) of the tow. The
damage values 𝑑𝑖 (similarly obtained as shown in Equation 33) characterize the stiffness degradation in the
woven unit cell, as described in the forthcoming sub-section.
2.2.2.5 Damage in macro-scale weave unit cell
The constituent damages in the matrix and the fiber are assimilated for damage characterization in the
representative unit cell of the macro-scale woven composite. Towards that end, the Murukami-Ohno
damage model is adopted [52] as shown in Equation 34.
𝑫 = ∑ 𝐷𝑖 𝒏𝒊 ⊗ 𝒏𝒊

[34]

where 𝐷𝑖 is the principal damage tensor and 𝒏𝒊 the principal unit vector (for longitudinal and transverse
directions of the orthotropic material). It is to be noted that the ensuing damage in such composites is
irreversible which leads to the damage tensor being the maximum damage encountered in the history. Thus,
the damage of the fiber tows in the longitudinal direction is considered to be the maximum fiber damage
value under longitudinal loading (𝐷𝐿 = max 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 ) while the damage for the transverse directions is
considered to be the maximum in the matrix (𝐷𝑇 = 𝐷𝑍 = max 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 ). For the matrix, the tensor assumes
an isotropic form with the maximum damage in the matrix corresponding to longitudinal loads. As per [52],
the effective stress in damaged configuration is given by:
1

𝜎 ∗ = 2 [(𝐈 − 𝑫)−1 𝜎 + 𝜎(𝐈 − 𝑫)−1 ]

[35]

where 𝜎 ∗ is the effective stress while 𝜎 is the actual stress in the damaged configuration. The stiffness
matrix in damaged configuration is defined as follows.
𝑑12 𝐶11
𝑪(𝐷) =
[

𝑑1 𝑑2 𝐶12 𝑑1 𝑑3 𝐶13 0 0 0
𝑑22 𝐶22 𝑑2 𝑑3 𝐶23 0 0 0
𝑑32 𝐶33 0 0 0
𝑑4 𝐶44 0 0
𝑠𝑦
𝑑5 𝐶55 0
𝑑6 𝐶66 ]
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[36]

2𝑑1 𝑑2 2
) ,
1 +𝑑1

where 𝐶𝑖𝑗 are the undamaged stiffness matrix coefficients, 𝑑1,2,3 = (1 − 𝐷𝐿,𝑇,𝑍 ), 𝑑4 = (𝑑
2𝑑3 𝑑1 2
)
3 +𝑑1

(𝑑

2𝑑2 𝑑3 2
) .
2 +𝑑3

and 𝑑6 = (𝑑

𝑑5 =

For the user defined material subroutine, the tangent constitutive tensor in

damaged configuration is given by.
𝑪𝑻 =

𝜕𝜎
𝜕𝝐

= 𝑪(𝐷) + (∑𝐿

𝜕𝑪(𝐷) 𝜕𝐷𝐿 𝜕𝑑𝐿
):𝜖
𝜕𝐷𝐿 𝜕𝑑𝐿 𝜕𝜖

[37]

The matrix and fiber input properties are mentioned in Table 4. While the parameters for matrix used in the
study are obtained from numerical homogenization of the CNT-PSS unit cell as explained earlier in this
paper, the values for glass fiber are adopted from literature [67,68]. The formulations are implemented in a
user defined subroutine and solved in ABAQUSTM.
Table 4. Matrix and fiber properties

MPa
MPa

Glass
fiber
68
26.1
0.22
1771
-

Matrix
2.47
1.2
0.3
24.8
6.2

Normal toughness

kJ/m2

3.7

0.6

Shear toughness

kJ/m2

-

0.3

Parameters
Young's Modulus
Shear Modulus
Poisson's ratio
Tensile strength
Shear strength

Units
GPa
GPa

2.2.3 Macroscopic mechanical response of smart twill laminate
The implementation of the material behavior in the textile composite at interactive scales of the tow and
the coated weave enables computation of the tensile response shown in Figure 13 on application of tensile
load in the warp direction. The linear elastic behavior is observed up to a strain of 0.005 beyond which the
matrix damage initiates. Another change of slope is observed at around a strain of 0.0095 which corresponds
to the initiation of debonding of the tow. As the debonding proceeds, the singular tows are stressed owing
to localization of stresses due to lack of contact. This leads to damage propagation in the tow at a strain of
around 0.015. Finally, this leads to fiber failure at a strain of around 0.018 following which there is almost
an instantaneous drop in stress.
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Figure 13. Macroscopic stress-strain response under tensile load applied parallel to weave
2.2.4 Electromechanical response of smart twill laminate
For electromechanical response, the conductivity of the glass fiber is considered 2.54e-11 S/m [69] and the
electromechanical response of the coating matrix (CNT-PSS nanocomposite), as detailed in Section 2.1, is
adopted to represent variation of electrical conductivity with varying state of strain. When damage initiates,
a proportional decrease in the elemental electrical conductivity is considered, similar to the methodology
detailed in Section 2.1.4. The piezoresistive nature of the nano-engineered composite as captured by the
simulation enables the computation of the FCR. Figure 14 shows the electromechanical behavior of the
coated weave. Figures 14 (a-d) show the tows at various states of strain while Figures 14 (e-f) show the
damage response of the matrix. With increasing strain progressive damage in the yarns can be clearly
observed in both weft and warp directions. The yarns in the direction of loading (Figure 14(d)) show higher
damages than the transverse yarns (Figure 14(b)) as expected. Additionally, it can be observed that the
damages in the yarns initiate at the crimp zones (see Figures 14 (a) and (c)) which can be attributed to the
complexity in geometry resulting in concentrated stresses. Figures 14(e) and (f) show the progressive
damage in the matrix. It is to be noted that the matrix damage initiates prior to that of the yarn. Thus, the
state of damage in Figure 14(e) is higher than that of yarns in loading direction. This is evident from the
macroscopic mechanical response whereby matrix damage initiates at 0.005. Figures 14(g) and (h) show
the current distribution in the unit cell. It is observed that with increasing strain, the overall current flow
decreases resulting in an increase of resistivity. It is to be noted that the boundary conditions for the
mechanical damage analysis (Figures 14(a-f)) are periodic while the electrical simulations (Figures 14(gh)) are periodic in Y and Z directions with a potential gradient applied along X. Overall, the damaged and
stressed areas correspond to the resistive zones thus increasing its overall resistivity with increasing strain.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(f)

(e)

(h)
(g)

ECD
(A/sq.m)

Figure 14. Progressive damage: in weft yarns (at strains of 0.13 (a) and 0.192 (b)) and warp yarns
(at strains of 0.13 (c) and 0.192 (d)); Damage progression in CNT-PSS coating matrix
corresponding to strains of 0.13 (e) and 0.192 (f) ; Corresponding electrical responses at a strain of
0.13 (g) and 0.192 (h)
Figure 15 shows the FCR with increasing strain for the coated textile weave for tensile loads. While the
slight changes in FCR at around 0.005 strain can be attributed to the onset of matrix damage, significant
change of slope at 0.085 results from tow debonding. Following the onset of damage in matrix and
debonding of yarn, a non-linear response in FCR is observed which correlates with the damage propagation
in both the matrix and tows. Beyond a strain of 0.02, the fibers fail as observed during mechanical
simulations which is expected to result in another jump in FCR. However, the FCRs beyond the strain of
0.02 are insignificant in reality owing to the loss of structural integrity of such laminates.
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Figure 15. Fractional change in resistance with varying strain for CNT-PSS coated textile weave
under tensile load
2.3 Comparison of simulated responses with experimental observations:
Figures 16 shows a comparison between the experimental [10] and simulated gauge factors for the smart
twill weave laminated composite. The gauge factor [70,71] is a measure of the sensing efficiency and it is
expressed as a ratio of the FCR to the corresponding applied strain. Figure 16 shows excellent correlation
between the experimental and simulated gauge factors and such good correlation suggests that the
multiscale simulation methodology presented in this study can successfully predict the piezoresistive
behavior of smart twill weave laminated composite.

Figure 16. Correlation between experimental [10] and simulated gauge factors
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3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a comprehensive multiscale numerical approach towards prediction of
electromechanical response of hierarchical smart twill weave laminated composite thin films. The
approach, presented in this paper, is unique in its implementation of prediction of electromechanical
behavior at the nano-engineered matrix which serves as the reference for the electromechanical simulation
of the macro-scale textile in a micromechanics of failure based approach whereby the mechanical damage
is computed at the scale of matrix and fiber thus taking into account the nano-scale sensory behavior of
such composites. Moreover, the robustness of the approach lies in its ability to capture deformations and
large strains at every length scale while taking into account the electrical behavior of the piezoresistive
nano-engineered composite. To assess the prediction capability of the simulation methodology, simulated
electro-mechanical responses with varying applied strain are compared with experimental responses
available in the literature. Simulated responses show excellent correlation with experimental observations.
Such good correlation between the experimental and simulated responses provides confidence on the ability
of the simulation methodology to represent the complex hierarchical structures of the smart twill weave
laminated composite thin film effectively at multiple length scales. Thus, the multiscale numerical
simulations presented in this paper can help in developing strategies to tune the hierarchical structures at
multiple length scales towards obtaining efficient material design for desired performance.
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